
 

 

This will involve questions about your family, daily habits and the 
kind of products you own etc. 
6. Based on these, you will then start receiving invitations for sur-
veys in your email,which you can complete and earn money. 
 

 
 
 
6th  SURVEY WEBSITE         (Good company)                       CLICK HERE 
 
7th  SURVEY WEBSITE         (Good company)                       CLICK HERE     
 
8th  SURVEY WEBSITE         (Good company)                       CLICK HERE 
 
9th  SURVEY WEBSITE         (Good company)                       CLICK HERE 
 
10th  SURVEY WEBSITE       (Good company)                       CLICK HERE 
 
 
 
GOOD LUCK...                        Thank you                       ©2011 ALL RIGHTS  
RESERVED 
 
 
 
 
DAY 3  : Sharing of Best paid to click advertise-
ments (PTC) sites out of millions of scam sites. 
 
 
HI MEMBER, 
 
DAY3: 
          
In  Today’s session we want to share best income opportunity online. Your 
job is so simple. You earn money for clicking advertisements and viewing 
that advertisement up to 30 sec. 
There are 10,0000 websites available for these types of jobs.  Out of these 
99% sites are scam sites. These websites don't pay the money for all the 
members. So we filter all these websites by our scam recognition tools and 
at last we picked up the best sites in the PTC [paid to click section].These 
websites pay the real money to the members. The eligibility to join in all 
these best trusted websites is either PAYPAL OR PAYZA email address.  
You can also earn from your referrals, Paid to SIGNUP, Paid to read emails 
and Paid to browse offers and many more. 
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8.By clicking your username twice your account summary will be displayed.After 
reaching minimum amount 2$ you can able to transfer this money in PAYPAL. 
 
 
 2nd PTC COMPANY    (Good company) 
 
Steps to join in this website:    CLICK HERE 
1.click on above link and click REGISTER. 
2.Fill the required information. 
 3.Login with your username (Not with email id) and password  and below you will 
find advertisements to click. 
4.Here you have to wait for 30 sec and you have to click here for credit.(Which is 
available on top of the website) 
5.After reaching minimum amount you can request a payment from them to your 
PAYPAL. 
 
3rd PTC COMPANY    (Good company)  
 
Steps to join in this website:    CLICK HERE 
Follow the same steps that are given in 2 website or the above websites. But 
here minimum payout is 1$ When you reach this amount there is option RE-
QUEST CASHOUT click this, then automatically money transfers to your ac-
count. 
 
4th PTC COMPANY     (Good company)  
 
  Steps to join in this website:   CLICK HERE 
Click on above link and then give your contact info and browse advertisements. 
After reaching your minimum payout balance then automatically money will be 
added to your PAYZA account. 
 
5th PTC COMPANY    (Good company)  
 
Steps to join in this website:   CLICK HERE 
 
1.click on above link  
2.Fill the required  information correctly. 
3.Log in to your account with username and password. 
4.Here click on browse advertisements and wait for some time and after 
reaching minimum amount you can request a payment to your Payza ac-
count. 
 
 
6th PTC COMPANY         (Good company)             CLICK HERE  
 
The difference between this company and other companies is this company di-
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1. MegaTypers.com 
 
MegaTypers is one of the best online job website where you get paid from $0.45 to $1.5 
for every 1000 word images typed . Most of the data entry workers earn up to $250 per 
month from this website. 
In Registration you will need to enter Invitation Code. 
Please put this code:   9KGQ 
 
PayPal, WebMoney, Payza, Western Union are some of the ways you can get paid from 
MegaTypers. Visit  here to join MegaTypers. 
 
 
2. Captcha2Cash.com 
 
Captcha2Cash pays $1 per 1000 images solved correctly. They have a very low payout. 
You can withdraw your money even if your balance is $1. 
 
3. kolotibablo.com 
 
Kolotibablo.com has been providing online jobs from home from last 5+ years & many of  
the people have received their payment on time. They pay up to $1 or even more per 
1000 captcha images typed. 
 
Kolotibablo.com uses rating system to pay higher amount to their more efficient workers. 
More accuracy you show, more money you will receive. Initially, you need to work a little 
hard to earn money but with time, you will find a very profitable position on this website. 
 
4. FastTypers.com 
 
FastTypers is the site which appreciate their great workers & pay them up to $1.5 per 
1000 captchas. The rate of solving captcha will be higher during the night hours specially 
12 am to 5 am. 
 
You can stay updated about their service through their blog. 
 
5. QlinkGroup.com 
 
You can get paid weekly from QlinkGroup. Its a 2 words captcha service & the words are 
case sensitive. You have to type at least 800 captchas per week per ID to receive your 
payment. 
 
6. UploadCaptcha 
 
Rates at UploadCaptcha is $0.85 to $0.9 per 1000 images. You can also download their 
software. 
 
 
7. CaptchaTypers 
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reason for this shift is,they get volume on Fiverr (large number of orders) & so 

the chance to make big money on Fiverr. 
 

So how people make money on Fiverr? 

One of the biggest secret of making money on Fiverr is you must possess some 

good skill or acquire one that you can sell on Fiverr & your service must be much 

cheaper than the real market price. Just check here one of the Indian seller on 

Fiverr to understand this how he is earning money on Fiverr.

The listing of this seller on Fiverr says “I will get you 1000 likes in just 48 hrs 

time” & just check his current orders in queue. Its mind blowing 22 orders and 

100% rating to all his completed orders in the past. 

Now the USP of this Fiverr Gig (Fiverr called every listing as Gig) is this seller 

can give 1000 likes from 1000 different Facebook people to any Facebook page 

in 24 hrs time. This is much cheaper and faster than the market price. Now check 

this Gig of another seller on Fiverr. 
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possible for such services to survive in the market and its hard to make good 

money from Fiverr. 

They said – You may find some failures who could join you and run your $5 con-

cept for sometime but Fiverr will have to struggle a lot for finding good profes-

sionals to work for $5. 

But within 2 years Fiverr has changed the definition of online services and be-

come one of the biggest outsourcing platform where everyone can get their ser-

vices done in just $5. With in 2 years Fiverr has managed to list more than 1 mil-

lions ‘5 dollar gigs’ in its marketplace. 

So how much money you can make from Fiverr? 

It was a great question for the experts that how much money they can make if 

they join Fiverr. How many $5 gigs they can complete in 1 day. And how people, 

who are already selling the same service for $20 to $50 can expect bigger money 

through Fiverr. 

But when people started to work on Fiverr, its has changed their misconception. 

Hundreds and even thousands of the sellers got so much response on Fiverr that 

they had to leave everything and get focused on Fiverr only. 

Just check yourself the proof. 

One of the seller ‘blue89red’ on Fiverr who designs professional logo in one of 

his gig has received more than 3000 order on this  single gig. Just check in the 

image that he already has 66 orders in queue. Every order for $5. 

It means this number is an indication for an average numbers of orders per day. 

And yes this is from a single gig. Everyone can create up to 20 gigs. so just find 

out how much he is making. Access this seller here. 
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